Robust Track Results — Queens College, CUNY

Summary Statistics

Run ID: pircRB04d4
Run Description: Automatic run, description only

Kendall of difficulty predictions: 0.533

Topic set:
Old: 200
New: 49
Hard: 50
All: 249

Total number retrieved:
Old: 200
New: 49
Hard: 50
All: 249

Total relevant:
Old: 15350
New: 2062
Hard: 244
All: 16174

Total relevant retrieved:
Old: 10280
New: 1842
Hard: 224
All: 12122

Mean average precision:
Old: 0.3158
New: 0.4074
Hard: 0.1622
All: 0.3338

% topics with no relevant in top 10:
Old: 8.5
New: 2.0
Hard: 12.0
All: 7.2

Area under MAP@X curve:
Old: 0.0234
New: 0.0739
Hard: 0.0130
All: 0.0276

Precision: 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Recall: 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Document Level Averages

Precision:
Old: At 5docs 0.5730
New: At 5docs 0.5799
Hard: At 5docs 0.4275
All: At 5docs 0.3705

Exact R-Precision:
Old: Exact 0.3347
New: Exact 0.4177
Hard: Exact 0.1971
All: Exact 0.3510

Recall:
Old: Exact 0.3347
New: Exact 0.4177
Hard: Exact 0.1971
All: Exact 0.3510

Kendall of difficulty predictions: 0.533
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